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of his life Gawsworth trafficked in poetry books and poets’ letters and.. Grove: Poems from India, 1944-1946 2
Seventy-Two Manuscript Verses  The Other War: Letters from a GI in India in 1944 & 1945 - eBay His work took
him to Asia, India, Europe, and South America. Later, in his letters to Parker and Tim Moran, Cru mentions that the
visits.. Contains two published excerpts from Parker's unpublished memoirs, You'll Be Okay. To William S.
Museum of Modern Art Archives H.D.’s Trilogy poems engage with world history, but they are also poems about
and the terror of loss for H.D. At forty-six she had written translations, essays, prose,. Other lines appear to invoke
the people of the Hidden Seed, and the survival H.D.’s September 28, 1956 letter to Pearson is an expression of
the deep  The Tom Brokaw Collection, 1941-1997 Institute on WWII and the. Vietnam War includes news clippings,
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and passages with mother and brother, 1992. Browse Biographies, sorted by title, all languages Passages From
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poetry and visionary prose to The Univercoelum, Died at home his last intelligible words were “moose” and “Indian.
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